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ABSTRACT The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is an emerging technology that connects and integrates a massive
number of smart physical devices with virtual objects operating in diverse platforms through the internet.
Due to massive size and physical spread of many applications such as smart healthcare, IoT is increasingly
implemented in distributed setting. This distributed nature of implementation of the entities connected to the
IoT networks are exposed to an unprecedented level of privacy and security threats. This is particularly severe
for IoT healthcare system as it involves huge volume of sensitive and personal data. Although blockchain has
posed to be the solution in this scenario thanks to its inherent distributed ledger technology (DLT), it suffers
from a major drawback of rapidly increasing storage and computation requirements with the increase in
network size which makes its implementation impractical. This paper proposes a holochain-based security
and privacy-preserving framework for IoT healthcare systems that overcomes the scalability challenge and
is particularly suited for resource constrained IoT scenarios. Through thorough analysis and performance
results, we have demonstrated that the holochain based IoT healthcare solution outperforms blockchain based
solution in terms of resource requirements while ensuring appropriate level of privacy and security.

INDEX TERMS Holochain, blockchain, security, IoT, healthcare technology.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is an exponentially increasing
network of physical devices (the ‘things’) that contain various
embedded sensing, processing and communication technolo-
gies to collect and communicate sensory data through the
internet [1], [2]. All interconnected entities of IoT networks
are responsible to collect, store, process and exchange infor-
mation with each other. With the amelioration of heteroge-
neous technologies, IoT is rapidly proliferating in all aspects
of our life. In particular, the introduction of IoT applications
in healthcare has the potential to revolutionize the sector
where all the stakeholders will be interconnected to enable
pervasive and universal healthcare for all regardless of their
locations [1].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Mansoor Ahmed .

The integrated connectivity amongst various entities of a
healthcare system along with the requirement of accurate and
timely operations means that a massive amount of sensitive
data will be shared with instant accessibility. A character-
istic of an IoT-based healthcare network is that the data
is originated at geographically distributed locations. Thus,
the data is particularly vulnerable to unauthorized access
and other malicious activities. The predominantly traditional
physical/manual management of care system of aged popula-
tion is further complicating the problem [3]. Furthermore,
devices with very limited communication and networking
capability and limited agility are exacerbating the problem.
However, recent advances in flexible electronics [4] and
nano-bio sensors [5] means that it is possible to address
the critical healthcare problem mentioned above which was
unthinkable even just a decade ago. Also, rapid progress in
ubiquitous connectivity and networking solutions offered by
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5G and emerging 6G systems will enable remote healthcare
management anywhere and round the clock [6].

Despite these promising development and innovation,
data privacy and security in such a gigantic and dis-
tributed network remains a major bottleneck for widespread
implementation of smart healthcare systems [7], [8]. Unless
innovative solutions for security and privacy are designed
and implemented, the smart healthcare system will remain
vulnerable. This is evident from the ever increasing reports
of numerous sophisticated cyber-attack on healthcare systems
globally resulting in loss of sensitive health records as well as
in significant downtime of the healthcare infrastructure [9].

IoT based healthcare technologies offer numerous advan-
tages including constant patient monitoring at a low cost, less
error and significant saving in time. It also enables authorized
doctors, staff and other technicians to access patient infor-
mation online and real-time which improves the efficiency
of the service significantly. As healthcare deals with the
dynamic and real-time data such as patients’ health status,
prescriptions, test results, diagnosis, medical images and staff
information, it is vitally important to keep all information
extremely secure while allowing the right level of accessibil-
ity. With the acceleration of smart healthcare functionalities,
intruders can impede the quality of services in various ways
such as slowing down normal operations or even bringing the
infrastructure to standstill, injecting malicious data to alter
critical information as well as tampering medical devices
to modify or take control patient records. Moreover, IoT
devices are lightweight and resource-constrained with limited
memory, low computation power, and limited energy supply.
Therefore, providing security and privacy using traditional
cryptographic approaches are impractical in most of the sce-
narios and quite challenging to implement [2], [10].

As IoT healthcare devices have resource constraints, con-
ventional cryptography techniques are not suitable for secur-
ing massive amount of sensitive information. Therefore,
lightweight cryptographic algorithms such as lightweight
SIMON ciphers are employed in IoT healthcare applications,
which offers reduced time complexity and pragmatic trade-
off between security and services [11]. However, due to
the heterogeneity and dynamic environment of IoT health-
care technologies, attackers can still post various threats
that make the system vulnerable to data theft and tamper-
ing. Machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) based
security approaches have gained popularity as they possess
advanced capability of tackling security challenges [12], [13].

Despite the progresses mentioned above, an IoT health-
care system remains vulnerable as most of the cryptographic
solutions are centralized which are incompatible to the dis-
tributed and heterogeneous nature of the IoT healthcare sys-
tem and present the risk of a single point failure. They also
suffer from inability to tackle complex attacks in resource-
constrained IoT networks. Additionally, the performance of
ML and DL algorithms is highly dependant on high-quality
sample data for training which is not always readily available.
Consequently, real-time distributed security approaches such

as blockchain-based approaches have recently emerged as a
promising alternative to provide effective responses to var-
ious privacy, security and authentication challenges in IoT
healthcare systems. In principle, blockchain is a distributed
ledger technology (DLT) that stores information in a series
of integrated blocks which are difficult to tamper. Due to its
transparency and fairness, blockchain has a wide range of
applications including real-time IoT operating system [14],
secure smart home [15], personal identity, supply chain man-
agement [16], real-estate processing platform [17] as well as
smart healthcare [18], to name a few. Besides a database man-
agement system, the most popular application of blockchain
is the crypto-currency application such as bitcoin which is
expected to save money and time of business entities.

Blockchain is also well known to provide distributed secu-
rity for data in healthcare environments. Blockchain-based
security solutions have been proposed in [19] for remote
healthcare operations where the patients are entities of a body
area network and collect various medical data to share with
authorized entities through an overlay network. Blockchain
technique also provides a distributed framework to store
large-scale medical information in the clouds, ensures autho-
rized access on the database, guarantees the integrity of
each modification and confirms secure transactions among
blockchain entities through consensus algorithms [20].

As each entity of a blockchain network stores all
users’ transactions in a chain, the memory requirements at
blockchain entities escalate with increasingly longer chains
thereby jeopardizing practical applications of resource-
constrained IoT devices. Another consequence of increasing
transactions in a longer chain is that it requires a very large
bandwidth and data sharing giving rise to security vulnerabil-
ity. The challenge is further exacerbated by the requirement
of additional computational energy for mining and consensus
algorithms [21]. To validate any transaction in a blockchain,
all the nodes will start mining and only the first node who is
successful in the mining process will be allowed to validate
the transaction. From the aspect of computational time, this
is a complete wastage of time for the rest of the nodes who
attempted the mining process but were unsuccessful. Hence,
blockchain gives rise to redundant computational overheads
for resource-constrained IoT healthcare systems. Therefore,
a practically feasible solution is required for IoT systems that
can overcome this challenge. It is vitally important to ensure
that the DLT is implemented in an inherently secure and
privacy-preserving manner in the distributed IoT healthcare
setting, while being less complex and less resource-hungry.

Holochain is an emerging technology that provides an
open source distributed network infrastructure to communi-
cate securely without inheriting the huge storage and data
exchange requirements like blockchain [22]. Holochain mag-
ically performs the task by combining two underlying tech-
niques: (i) distributed hash table (DHT) and (ii) hash chain.
DHT is focused on data propagation issues and hash chains
are built to preserve data integrity [23]. One of the main
visions of holochain is to reduce dominant characteristics of
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certain network entity. For instance, most of the applications
are based on the client server model which normally imposes
restrictions on resource utilization. Contrary to this model,
holochain aims to build a completely distributed network.
DHT replaces the need of centralized control of flow or
management of data. DHT can be implemented and utilized
in IoT healthcare networks for storing the chain of transi-
tion data in each individual node to ensure the autonomous
nature of a holochain-based network. The DHT concept can
be utilized to share data with each other and provide an
actual distribution framework. The most significant aspect
of storing data in DHT is that the network will not become
congested like the blockchain-based network does. The DHT
of holochain allows the network to provide scalable perfor-
mance. To summarize, all these attributes make holochain an
attractive candidate for IoT healthcare systems.

In this paper, we propose a holochain-based IoT healthcare
framework that mitigates the security and privacy challenges
and offers a low-complexity, highly-secure alternative to
blockchain. Our main contributions are listed below:
• A holochain-based lightweight approach to address the
security and privacy concerns in IoT healthcare systems;

• Critical analysis and comparison with regards to the
superiority of the holochain framework over blockchain
based and other existing systems;

• Systematic algorithms design for holochain imple-
mentation as well as validation and authentication
procedures;

• System performance analysis to demonstrate that our
holochain based system design significantly outper-
forms blockchain based solutions in terms of resource
requirements and thus solves the scalability problem of
blockchain based system.

• Security performance analysis of the holochain-based
IoT healthcare network as compared to blockchain and
other classical cryptographic systems.

• Thorough analysis of implementation challenges of
holochain based IoT healthcare systems followed by
comprehensive discussion on future research directions.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the vulnerabilities of IoT healthcare systems.
Section III introduces the role and working principle of
blockchain in IoT security in general. Section IV then
provides a comprehensive discussion on how holochain
can address the limitations of blockchain. In Section V,
a thorough security performance analysis of existing secu-
rity mechanisms is given. The proposed holochain-based
IoT healthcare framework is presented in Section VI fol-
lowed by a component-wise discussion in Section VII and
its implementation in Section VIII. A thorough performance
analysis of various security mechanisms and comparative
performance analysis between holochain based system and
blockchain based system is provided in Section IX. Finally,
some key challenges and promising future research directions
are provided in Section X before we conclude the article in
Section XI.

II. VULNERABILITY OF IoT HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS
Cyber-attacks pose a serious threat to our daily life as we
are increasingly relying on IoT connections in all aspects of
our life which potentially exposes our personal data, financial
information, computers and other devices, home and work
and even medical data to hackers and malicious entities.
Anything connected to the IoT network has the risk of being
hacked or compromised. From a pacemaker in heart to our
infotainment in cars, everything is connected to the IoT net-
work and thus is exposed to the threat of cyber-attacks. When
it comes to healthcare, it is even more alarming.

For example, a CT lung scan can show the ravaging signs
of COVID-19 and the inflammatory response, the cytokine
storm. What if the CT scan was wrong? An attacker with
access to the medical imagery can alter the contents to cause a
misdiagnosis. The attacker can even add or remove evidence
of some medical conditions, e.g., inject/remove lung cancer
from a scan, add/remove evidence of aneurysms, heart dis-
ease, blood clots, infections, arthritis, cartilage problems, torn
ligaments or tendons, tumours in the brain, heart, or spine,
and other cancers [24]. These are no longer science fictions
but are happening in real life nowadays.

In 2018, a malicious attack was designed to hack hospital
CT scans, generating false lung tumours that conformed to
a patient’s unique anatomy, leading to a misdiagnosis rate in
excess of 90% [24]. Furthermore, researchers at Harvard Uni-
versity tested adversarial attacks against algorithms used to
diagnose skin cancer images, demonstrating that such attacks
required only modifying a few pixels in the original biopsy
picture to deceive a diagnosis [25].

The real risk is that a hacker could potentially take over
the communication to the medical device; switch it off, make
it malfunction, or falsify the information that is sent to the
doctor. Researchers have also shown that it is possible to do
something called a battery-draining attack on a pacemaker
implant. Many recent cyber-attacks have shut down hospi-
tals/healthcare systems and caused deaths. In 2017, the global
ransomware attack, WannaCry, took hold across multiple
continents and inflected over 600 organizations including
34 hospital trusts in the UK that were locked out of their
digital systems and medical devices, such as MRI scan-
ners [26]. WannaCry impacted patient care directly, costing
the organization $92m ($116.4m) and leading to 19, 000 can-
celled appointments. These examples are just a sample of
how AI can automate the manipulation of medical datasets,
expanding a cyber-attack’s impact through health and biotech
industries.

While raising awareness at all levels is certainly neces-
sary, a proactive, insightful, forward-thinking approach is
desperately needed to make the necessary changes to pro-
tect individuals. This is true for any solution built using
the current ageing approach to software development. The
current coding approach is too detailed for the human mind
to comprehend. Hence many gaps in the logic are missed,
creating loopholes, which in turn, creates doorways o back-
doors for hackers to exploit. Undoubtedly, it is important
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FIGURE 1. The transaction validation processes of blockchain and holochain.

to realize how significant to have a secure applications like
healthcare.

In this article, we explore DLTs which are ‘secure-by-
design’ and implementable under resource-constrained IoT
settings. Although this article focuses onmedical applications
facilitated through the IoT, the proposed secure-by-design
technology will have wider implications. For example, hack-
ing of transport systems (including autonomous driverless
cars) also has the potential to cause devastating accidents.
Hacking of financial systems can cost billions from busi-
nesses, wipe out lifetime savings in pension schemes, and
critical infrastructure could also be damaged, and the list goes
on. Therefore, we need to include cyber-security in the design
phase of our connected devices and should not see it as an
add-on feature.

We need to ensure that the system is secure by nature,
which is not only profitable but also safe at the same time,
such that people with severe health conditions and requiring
special care can feel safe while being assisted with care
facilities.

III. BLOCKCHAIN FOR IoT SECURITY
The original idea of using blockchain technology was to
enhance the quality of DLT and maintain huge data as a
database. Blockchain stores its information in a chain of
blocks which allows authorized users to store private or

shared transactions in a decentralized fashion. The special
storing process of blockchain not only provides a strong data
management system but also ensure data security for the
system itself. Therefore, blockchain can be an emerging idea
for ensuring IoT network security.

In blockchain, every node (IoT/wireless devices) involved
in the transaction maintains a copy of each transaction blocks
of the network. Each block consists two parts: a header
and a body. The body of the block mainly stores the data
or information of certain transactions. A header holds sev-
eral items including the previous contents hash, timestamp,
nonce (a solution to the cryptographic puzzle), target value
(for mining) and Merkel root (all transactions root value of
block) [14]. The transaction flow of a block of a blockchain
network is shown in Fig. 1.

Before storing the linked blocks of transactions among
various IoT nodes, blockchain utilizes the benefits of public-
key cryptography to sign the transactions. In blockchain,
once a block is entered in the cryptographically immutable
chain, data can never be changed or removed. A blockchain
stores every single transaction of a user in a specified time.
It is linked automatically with the previous block using the
hash technique. Whenever a new block is created, mining is
performed for validating the block by some selected miners
(random IoT nodes) to solve a cryptographic puzzle called
consensus algorithms. There are several variants of consensus
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algorithm such as Proof-of-Work (PoW), Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT), Proof-of-Stake (PoS) and Delegated
Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) [27]. The miner who first finds a
nonce of the complex computational puzzle becomes the
owner of the new block using its private key with timestamp
and broadcasts the block to all the connected IoT nodes in the
network to store in their local blockchains. Thereafter, other
nodes will accept the new block using a verification process.

To provide IoT security, hash and digital signatures of
blockchain are exploited. In blockchain, hash is used during
the storing process of every current block which consists
of the hash value of the previous block as well as its own
contents hash. The hash helps to provide a unique fingerprint
as well as to ensure verification of the blocks to confirm
that it has not been tampered or changed during transactions
or storing process. The very first hash of a blockchain is
formulated using the first block or genesis contents followed
by the afterword calculation using the previous block’s hash
and its own hash. Therefore, the chain of the hash can be
used to easily detect any tempering of the history of the
block or transaction. For example, in a smart healthcare
system, a block may hold patient’s billing information which
is hashed with a specific hash function known by authorized
users only. If an unauthorised user tries to access or modify
the information, the hash value of the original message will
not be matched. Therefore the receiver can simply discard
the message through the verification process and ensures data
integrity of a transaction. On the other hand, digital signature
is used to ensure the authenticity of an IoT user or the origin
of the messages. Digital signature not only provides message
authentication but also ensures non-repudiation of a message.
As only the authorized sender has the knowledge of the digital
signature key, the receiver can use the data with signature
to provide authentic information and to refute any future
disagreements with third party.

Moreover, blockchain uses smart contracts which are self-
executing predefined agreements maintained by the peers of
the IoT networks to structure their relationships. A smart
contract restricts the accessibility or functionality of the indi-
vidual users, which is dependent on specific applications. The
smart contracts provide an additional layer of security which
is digitally signed by the user’s private key and can only be
decrypted by the public key of the shared authorized peers.
A general implementation idea of blockchain is formulated
in Algorithm 1.

On the other hand, design of the lightweight blockchain
is an emerging concept. SDN based blockchain is one of the
popular ideas of having more secure and less loaded tech-
nique where programmable SDN controller take controlling
parts of the IoT networks [28]. SDN controller can handle
some functionalities to make the blockchain network more
flexible and provide privacy protection which is represented
in Algorithm 2.Amalgamation of blockchain and SDN tech-
nology reduce a significant amount of CPU cycle time and
memory usages compared to traditional blockchain method
which is shown in Fig. 7

Algorithm 1 Implementation of the Blockchain(BC) Frame-
work.
1: Initialization of BC protocols
2: Create Smart Contracts (SMC) for each types of BC

entity BCi where i=1, 2, 3, . . . ..N.
3: Registrar each user using the SMC protocols to col-

lect unique UserID.
4: Initialize Private and Public key pair ID(Prk ,Pbk ).
5: Setup validation function V (b, e) where b is the block

and e is the output of consensus algorithms (PoW, PBFT,
PoS or DPoS)).

6: Create Genesis as the root of the software code.
7: Create voting function Vote() to select mining candi-

dates MinCanx where x=1, 2, 3, . . . ..N.
8: Design Complex mathematical equations or puzzle
Mathcp to find the winner minerWMx .

9:

10: Work Flow of BC transition and create new block of
a BC

11: Sender create a transition using identical UserID.
12: Request is validated by executing SMC protocol.
13: Attach Digsign using senders ID(Prk ,Pbk ).
14: Call Vote() function to selectMinCanx .
15: Other users of the network start mining by executing

Mathcp to selectWMx
16: If (Mining == Success)
17: WMx call V (b, e)
18: Get BC info BH , BV , Hpre, tstamp, Txid , nonce
19: Create new block
20: CalculateMarkleroot
21: Create hash of the block bhash
22: Calculate hash of the block header BHhash
23: Update nonce
24: Calculate tstamp
25: Else
26: Mine again
27: End If
28: WMx add the new block with the previous chain of the

BC.
29: WMx also broadcast the new block to other authorized

users of the network.
30: //// BH= block header, BV= block version, Hpre =

previousheader , tstamp= timestamp, Txid= transaction
ID, Markleroot= Markle tree root, Digsign= digital sig-
nature

Despite the above-mentioned benefits of blockchain, there
are a number of challenges that make the blockchain-based
IoT system mostly impractical for large-scale deployment.
As mentioned before, the process of storing data in a block
of chain ensure a strong security as well as it requires
complex algorithm for consensus and involves all nodes
to store the every transactions. Whole process demands a
high resource consumption. Therefore, blockchain may pro-
vide a good solution for a high secure database in wireless
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Algorithm 2 BC Enable SDN Functionalities in IoT Net-
work.
1: Sender S wants to transmit data with receiver R.
2: For (Each request of the sender)
3: If (UserID is authorized and trusted)
4: BC forward credential to the SDN Controller
5: SDN controller calculate optimized route
6: Send selected route to the network
7: Update Flow table through SDN switch
8: Allocate bandwidth
9: Encrypt / Decrypt send / received data

10: Monitor forwarding information
11: Else
12: Invalid request
13: End If
14: End For

communication, but in terms of IoT network, the whole sce-
nario has changed only because of resource shortage. IoT
based all applications including healthcare need to manage
large database along with high security in resource con-
strained environment. Therefore, a lightweight management
solution is of paramount need in order to enable a practically
implementable secure IoT healthcare system.

IV. HOLOCHAIN: A LIGHTWEIGHT AND SCALABLE
SECURITY SOLUTION FOR IoT HEALTHCARE NETWORKS
Holochain is an emerging technology that has the poten-
tial to address the drawbacks of the blockchain in enabling
secure IoT healthcare networks. Holochain is based on an
open source distributed network infrastructure that commu-
nicates securely without inheriting the huge storage and
data exchange requirements of a blockchain. For IoT based
applications, implementation of high resource consummation
technology like blockchain may create a unrealistic solu-
tion. Hence, this section is dedicated to demonstrate how
holochain deals with resource constrained environment and
offers better solutions in contrast to blockchain for realizing
secure IoT healthcare systems.

A. BETTER SCALABILITY
Blockchain is a data-centric distributed security approach
where the main objective is to create a single shared block
of data among all authorized users in the network. Thus
the size of the data will therefore increase with the number
of network entities involved in each transaction and is not
scalable [29]. In contrast, each holochain application (hApp)
is maintained by an agent that can independently participate
in data encryption, storing transaction in a unique source
chain of a holochain network and share the required data
with a peered agent. This agent-centric holochain approach
is highly scalable.

B. REDUCED NETWORK TRAFFIC
Since holochain combines digital signature and DHT, it could
be an effective alternative of blockchain to ameliorate the

performance of retrieving information from a distributed
peer-to-peer (P2P) network. Each agent in a holochain net-
work stores its individual data locally. In IoT networks, many
devices use offloading concepts, fog nodes, or clouds to
store their database due to the limitation of memory and
computational power. However, each agent is capable of
computing their own hash value and shares a significant
part with other peers using DHT. In contrast, all peers of a
blockchain network store an indistinguishable copy of the
transmission which requires significantly more communi-
cation exchanges between the nodes. Moreover, additional
bandwidth is required by each entity which significantly
increases the network bandwidth consumption and affects the
scalability. However, in holochain, agents do not need to share
their individual transaction information with all other peers
of the network except some nodes which will have a backup
whenever the owner goes to offline. Thus, holochain can
significantly reduce the amount of bandwidth requirement
and traffic in the network [30].

C. LOW-COMPLEXITY TRANSACTION VALIDATION
In blockchain, miners are responsible for validating new
transactions by solving a mathematical problem. Any net-
work node can act as a miner and initiate mining anytime.
For example, if there are 20 network nodes and 10 of them
start to mine for validating a transaction. The node that finds
the solution of the mathematical challenge earliest will val-
idate the transaction. A miner can cooperate with the other
nodes and mine simultaneously. The involvement of the other
9 nodes in the mining process are complete wastage of time
and resource. If a network split occurs amid the mining
process, then it becomes difficult to recognize which part
of the network is still active resulting in new security issues
for that transaction. This may turn out to be crucial in some
situations such as during a payment-related transaction. For
example, if a transaction holds cryptocurrency information,
splitting events may trigger disagreements and uncertainty
between the users [31].

In contrast, holochain allows individual nodes to validate
its own transaction and neighbour nodes with a predefined
distance are allowed to do the secondary validation of that
transaction when the transaction information is sent to them
along with some other pre-settled information. As only
few nodes keep the copy of the transaction rather than
all the nodes in the network, the memory space and the
amount of information exchange are significantly lower than
blockchain.

D. EFFICIENT CONSENSUS MECHANISM
Unlike blockchain, holochain does not require a global con-
sensus mechanism. Holochain is designed to provide auton-
omy for each user or a group of users who can validate
the transaction without any global consensus. The validation
processes of both blockchain and holochain based networks
are illustrated in Fig. 1. Evidently, holochain is more efficient
than blockchain. To validate a transaction, blockchain sends
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TABLE 1. Difference between holochain and blockchain.

the current transaction to all nodes for storing full node
informationwhereas holochain requires only a few holo-hosts
who are involved in running the same application to validate
the current transaction without requiring a global consensus.
Moreover, the validation process, data ownership rights and
network governance aremanaged by agents and creators only.
In some cases, it may happen that the data, which is posted
to validate nodes or transactions, itself is not authorized or
valid. To address this problem, hashed fingerprint is used to
help detect the authentication of a transaction.

E. COMMUNICATION RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
In a P2P network, blockchain relies on persistent commu-
nication among the distributed users. Moreover, it involves
a set of miners to process and validate a transaction, and
store it in all the users. The consensus mechanism which is
a significant part of the blockchain, also demands a large
number of communication channels that limit the transac-
tion throughput of the network [37]. On the contrary, the
holochain consensusmechanism is agent-centric and does not
require frequent communication with other nodes that greatly
reduces the number of occupied communication channels.

F. OPERATING TIME AND MEMORY EFFICIENCY
An inherent property of blockchain is to have the same trans-
action information in all nodes for providing data integrity
throughout the hash tree. In many practical applications,
a particular user’s data may not be of interest to others, but
a blockchain network enforces all users to store all of the
information resulting in increased data processing time and
larger memory space. Given that many IoT healthcare devices
are lightweight, this is detrimental to their design objective.
As a consequence, the entire system becomes slower com-
pared to the holochain-based counterpart [30]. For example,
in a smart healthcare management system, doctor X, and
many others if not all, do not need to know the glucose
level of patient Y. In blockchain, doctor X and others nodes
are also imposed to store the transaction regarding glucose
level information of patient Y. However, in holochain, only
some selected agents will store it to ensure data integrity and
store the transaction locally that saves memory as well as
processing time.Moreover, hApp agents share the transaction

FIGURE 2. Time complexity order of blockchain and holochain networks.

data using DHT which requires less space and makes the
network faster.

G. EFFICIENCY IN LARGE-SCALE NETWORKS
Since blockchain technology monitors and stores all trans-
actions at every node connected to the network, the net-
work load increases rapidly with the increasing number of
users leading to high inefficiency in large-scale networks. For
instance, if a network consists of 100 nodes, then the network
efficiency will be reduced 100 folds due to the increased data
redundancy as well as time-complexity for each transaction.
On the contrary, for holochain, the processing tasks only
escalate linearly and distribute the processing loads among
other nodes of the network. Considering the example above,
if a holochain network includes 100 agents, then the whole
network load will be distributed among 100 nodes and each
node will only process a small fraction of the total transac-
tions. Therefore, most nodes will save significant processing
capacity. To generalize this, the average time-complexity of a
blockchain network implementing a Bitcoin structure is given
by [29]

�Blockchain ∈ O(n2 ∗ m),

where n is the number of nodes and m is the number of
network-wide transactions required. In contrast, the average
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time-complexity for the holochain framework is given by

�Holochain ∈ O(m ∗ (log(n)+ c)),

where c is the application-specific complexity parame-
ter [29].

Exploiting the above time-complexity definitions, Fig. 2
presents a comparative analysis of the time-complexity order
for both blockchain and holochain networks against the num-
ber of nodes. It can be observed that the order of time-
complexity for a blockchain network increases exponentially
with the number of nodes while the average order of time-
complexity in a holochain network remains largely settled for
a larger number of connected nodes.

H. BETTER PROTECTION AGAINST CONSENSUS BASED
ATTACKS
As blockchain is a consensus-driven technique, a handful of
attacksmay target to disrupt the consensus operations. A huge
number of nodes require to detect and prevent the attacks
requiring high computational capacity. Conversely, the agents
in holochain are mostly accountable for their own transaction
history and consistently audit others’ holo-currency to val-
idate the credit spending status. Therefore, the agents only
need to build trust in its own code and thus are less prone to
consensus-based attacks like majority attacks, sybil attacks,
PoW attacks, selective drop attacks, and etc.

I. APPLICATION-DEPENDENT VALIDATION FUNCTION
In blockchain, all the applications of the same network
must go through the same validation rule to validate each
transaction. However, not all the transactions have the same
importance and deserve the same resources for validation.
For example, in healthcare systems, the information of the
appointment schedule of a doctor is not as important as
the medical report or live patient monitoring data sent to
the doctor. For a blockchain network, the same validation
rule will be applied for both cases but in a holochain, infor-
mation validation functions can be designed in a way that
they will incur resource cost that are proportionate to their
level of importance. Thus the complexity of validation can be
adjusted to make the best use of the available resources while
ensuring the required security, privacy and authenticity.

J. COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
Since the computational cost and complexity of blockchain
are significantly higher than those of holochain, particularly
in large-network scenarios, holochain is a lot more efficient
in terms of energy cost and cost of required equipment.

In light of the above comparative analysis, it becomes
apparent that holochain offers a more viable option com-
pared to blockchain for IoT healthcare systems. Table 1 pro-
vides a comprehensive summary of the comparison between
holochain and blockchain technologies and the associated
references for further reading. It is evident that holochain is
convincingly a better choice for distributed real-time systems.
In the following sections, a novel holochain based IoT smart

healthcare framework is proposed that exploits the benefits
discussed above.

V. OUR HOLOCHAIN-BASED IoT HEALTHCARE MODEL
In this section, a novel holochain-based smart IoT healthcare
system is proposed which guarantees strict data integrity as
well as high level of network security. The proposed IoT
healthcare framework constitutes fourmain layers: (1) IoT (2)
perception layer, (3) network layer, cloud or processing layer
and (4) the application layer. Fig. 3 shows the functionalities
and protocols in each layer of the IoT healthcare system. The
functionalities of each layer are discussed in details below.

A. THE PERCEPTION LAYER
Perception layer is responsible for sensing and collecting
necessary information such as patient’s health data. IoT nodes
sense and collect the data and transfer them using various
protocols and systems including Ethernet, IEEE802 series,
wireless sensor network (WSN), global positioning system
(GPS), wireless-HART and Bluetooth. A robust trust assess-
ment system is used to collect data from authorized users
only [38], Fig. 4 describes a holochain-based IoT healthcare
framework that interconnects various medical entities such
as patients, doctors, staff, technologists, pharmacists as well
as medical devices in the perception layer. Every entity of
the healthcare system can have multiple hApps. A unique
set of logic-based rules are employed to provide the specific
services using these hApps. For instance, a patient can use
the QardioCore app that is an ECG monitoring system to
deliver incessant health grade information [39], [40]. The
same patient can also utilize various other apps connected
to smart IoT devices such as patient position sensors, blood
pressure sensor, pulse sensor, oxygen level sensor and tem-
perature sensor to collect and analyze various health related
data for monitoring physical or mental conditions. The health
related information collected from the perception layer can be
transferred to a specialist for real-timemonitoring through the
internet.

B. THE NETWORK LAYER
Network layer accepts the forwarded data from the perception
layer which are processed information by various hApps for
IP addressing. This layer ensures reliable transmission paths
using various common protocols like Internet Protocol ver-
sion 4 and 6 (IPV4, IPV6), Internet Protocol Security (IPSec),
Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP), Inter-
net Control Message Protocol (ICMP), Internet Group Man-
agement Protocol (IGMP), and Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF), etc. [41], [42]. Network layer handles the transac-
tion and provides services using heterogeneous devices and
technologies including routers, gateway, base station, master
station, hub, switch, Bluetooth and WiFi. After processing
the packets, this layer transfers the trusted information to the
upper layer known as the cloud layer which is responsible for
managing the storage and sharing of the trusted values among
the IoT nodes in a distributed manner.
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FIGURE 3. Layer-wise protocols and technologies of the IoT healthcare architecture.

C. THE CLOUD LAYER
Since IoT devices are resource-constrained, sensitive medi-
cal information could be stored and preserved in the cloud,
authorized parties (e.g., doctors, insurance providers, medical
staff, pharmacy, etc.) can conveniently share the informa-
tion with each other. Like patients, other entities can also
store their information in the cloud and share that sensitive
information with authorized peers for augmenting the perfor-
mance of healthcare services. Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and ML, data analy-
sis and data predictive protocols are the common protocols
in this layer [42]. To ensure security and data integrity in
the cloud layer, this work uses distributed holochain in cloud
devices.

D. APPLICATION LAYER
The upper layer of the IoT network is responsible for infor-
mation formatting and presentation. This layer defines a set
of rules for transferring the message. Constrained Appli-
cation Protocol (CoAP), Data Distribution Service (DDS),
Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP), Advanced Mes-
sage Queuing Protocol (AMQP) and Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) are the well-known protocols dedicated to
the application layer [43]. Application layer introduces a
variety of healthcare services. For example, electronic bed
management system (eBMS) is used for managing beds in
the hospital. CYCORE is another crucial application which
is used for cancer patient monitoring. Open artificial pan-
creas system (OpenAPS) is designed to help automate the
insulin delivery system. To summarize, the application layer
is responsible for delivering app-based services via direct
communication with the users.

VI. KEY COMPONENTS
The proposed framework consists of holochain, holofuel,
hashchain and the DHT. The functionalities of all these major
components along with the source chain structure of the
holochain are described in detail here [34].

A. HOLOCHAIN
Holochain is a well-organized energy-efficient DLT for the
next-generation internet that utilizes P2P network facilities
for handling agent-centric commitment and consensus model
among users. The fundamental benefit of a holochain network
is to have an individual secure ledger that ensures individu-
ality even when it is communicating with other peers of the
network. Thus, it permits fully distributed computing.

B. HOLO FUEL
Like blockchain-based Ethereum and Bitcoin, holochain also
introduces an electronic currency to support the payment
system of the holo-hosts, which is known as holo fuel [35].
Holo fuel is also defined as a mutual-credit system which
is required to perform millions of daily transaction for holo-
hosts or users. Holochain network providers are accountable
for managing and providing service regarding transaction
fees through specific protocols. The price or value of the holo
fuel is operated by the computing capacity of a host in the
network. Moreover, cyptocurrency transaction and balance
status are also signed, stored in an individual user. They are
shared using DHT for validation like all other transactions.
Two authorized agents can make a transaction only if they
have a sufficient credit balance [33].

C. HASHCHAIN
Hash technique is used to create a unique signature for a block
of holochain data which guarantees that it cannot be tampered
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FIGURE 4. The holochain-based IoT healthcare architecture.

or lost once it has been formed, propagated and stored in
other peer nodes in a distributed network [35]. For instance,
each transaction of a holochain contains the previous header
hash value that ensures the integrity of the whole source
chain entries. Each block contains the previous header hash
which strengthens the security of the last block while the last
block points to the second last block through the hash of the
previous block, and so on. Therefore, the source chain is a
sequential block of all transactions that originates from the
first one. Fig. 5 illustrates the hashchain structure in a local
source chain of a user where each entity or block contains
its previous header’s hash value to ensure data integrity. If an
attacker wants to alter one transaction block of a source chain,
the previous header hash will also be changed and thereby the
tampering can be easily detected by the users.

D. DHT
DHT is a distributed data storage approach that creates a hash
table on an authorized P2P network. DHT was initially intro-
duced to allow a large number of peers to transfer their confi-
dential information locally in a holochain network. With the
introduction of Bitorrent and Napster model, it has evolved
to be a more efficient, powerful, and fault-tolerant technique
capable of handling each node’s propagation regardless of
whether the node is online or offline [29]. Each user of an
hApp is connected to a DHT to share their sensitive infor-
mation with each other as presented in Fig. 5. For instance,
patients, doctors, medical staff, and other technologists in a
smart healthcare system are connected in an identical DHT
for a specific hApp to share and store their information which
ensures distributed data integrity.
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FIGURE 5. The source chain structure of a holochain network.

E. SOURCE CHAIN STRUCTURE
Each agent of a holochain network stores the information
of every transaction together with the validation rules and
applications source code locally. The structure of a whole
chain, referred to as a source chain, is represented in Fig. 5.
The source chain of an agent holds three components: DNA,
genesis and transactions.

1) DNA
The DNA is a set of validation rules which is unique
for each hApp and applies to every user of an hApp.
It ensures the integrity of the network without global con-
sensus like blockchain. This unique feature equips holochain
with scalable capabilities. The existence of different valida-
tion rules in holochain uniquely identifies different source
chain addresses. A DNA file consists of multiple components
such as application name, description of the holochain, the
DHT structure, app specific data schemes as well as functions
that execute the app operations.

2) GENESIS
When a user installs a new hApp, a hash is created to guaran-
tee that the app is following the predefined rules. This hash is
known as genesis. It is stored as the second entity of the local

source chain. A genesis has two special entries: the first one
is the hash of the DNA that applies the agreement rules to the
user and the second one is the agent ID that holds the user’s
public key. Additionally, it can also contain information like
invitation code or payments schedule. Whenever a user cre-
ates a new entity of the hashchain, it will look back to the
genesis block to ensure whether the new block is following
the given rules.

3) BLOCK OF A HOLOCHAIN
Each block is stored in the local chain as an entry. Each entry
contains several elements in its header such as timestamp of
creating the transaction, entry type that defines the purpose of
the data, hash of the data, digital signature of the entry, and
hash of the previous header.Moreover, the block also contains
users identity and private data of a transaction along with the
header [34].

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF HOLOCHAIN IN IoT
HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS
Most of the healthcare facilities offer app-based services
where different types of users of a healthcare system sign-
up to get continuous support and monitoring of health con-
ditions. In a smart healthcare ecosystem, holochain-based
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healthcare applications can be designed which work together
like a marketplace to provide services. Healthcare providers
offer various smart facilities by introducing a specific set of
rules/protocols under which a user can benefit themselves.
Users can search the whole marketplace to find their most
desirable offers and accept the public agreements. Then
health service delivery apps are initiated to build a private
relationship between healthcare providers and the users.

The proposed holochain framework facilitates completely
distributed IoT-based smart healthcare systems, which is
represented in Fig. 4 where holochain is implemented for
storing information and ensuring the security and privacy of
the network. Holochain can be implemented at the network
edge (IoT nodes, fog nodes, etc.) as well as in cloud servers.
As holochain is an agent-centric framework, each hApp of
the smart healthcare entities is considered as an agent/user
who can actively participate in the network to transfer the
information [22]. Moreover, we propose to use the cloud to
process and store the transaction of a holochain network.
Since IoT devices are resource-constrained such as limited
memory, power, computation capacity and energy, it is quite
inefficient and often impractical to process the complex cal-
culations and store a large volume of data at the local storage
of IoT nodes/sensors. Therefore, it is important to shift all
these capability-demanding activities to the cloud servers yet
facilitating the healthcare services at IoT end users.

In the proposed smart healthcare system, various stake-
holders (patient, doctor, admin staff, technologist, etc.) are
represented as individual agents, each of which maintains a
unique source chain to store their transactions locally with the
help of cloud servers as shown in Fig. 4. An agent can decide
to use one or multiple healthcare applications depending on
their own needs. Each hApp is recognized through its unique
private digital signature–DNA which consists of a set of
initial entry types, executable codes and parameters for the
specific applications. Even though two different healthcare
hApps use the same property to write the code, two different
names will result in two unique DNAs.

When an agent of a healthcare system joins a hApp net-
work, he creates an identifier by producing a key pair that
consists of a private key and a public key. The key pair helps
to create a unique identification of the agent into the network,
ensure data authorization, access the data, and permit others
to analyze and detect various types of threats and attacks. The
private key is secretly stored at its own node which serves
as a password and produces a digital signature using DNA,
which is needed to publish as open-source resources with the
public key of the agent to other peers that can also be used as
an address (identifier) of the agent in the holochain network.
However, with the help of the public key, other peers can
authenticate the integrity of the agent’s digital signature and
process encrypted data to send only for the specific user.

Instead of having a global shared consensus, all agents
of a holochain have their individual local source chains
to store and validate each transaction. Communications
among multiple users are signed by each agent involved

and are restricted to their own source chains. They are
capable of transferring the health data through the identical
public DHT.

Each healthcare agent maintains a secure private group of
peers who share new transaction details, validity of the trans-
action, source of the information, the sender’s chain header
containing historical sequence, peer creation and states of
the network health within the group [29]. When a doctor
wants to monitor his patient remotely using the IoT network,
(s)he requests a set of health reports. The patient generates a
capability grant or token for the particular reports or medical
data that (s)he wants to share and stores the new transaction
or stories as the new entity of the holochain. Moreover,
the patient also shares the hash of the grant entry with the
authorized doctor that will be used as a capability token.

On the other hand, the doctor preserves this token as the
new entry on his private source chain and uses it whenever
needed to access that particular patient’s data. The patient
also checks the validity of the granted token and sends the
required medical records to the doctor whenever needed.
DHT guarantees the reliability of the distributed holochain
network using gossip protocol. If a peered agent breaks the
validation protocol, it will be excluded from next event par-
ticipation to avoid bad-action. The agents of the holochain
network use gossip protocol to share their own experience of
the other agent’s behaviour. Each holochain user maintains an
experience matrix which includes confidence of the experi-
ence that refers to the behaviour or outcomes of the previous
experience. The confidence value of the experience matrix
can be modified according to the attitude of the users. For
instance, if a patient tries to double spend regarding a trans-
actions’ holo fuel value and be detected as bad-actor, then the
confidence value will be decreased. High confidence agents
are encouraged to validate and participate more frequently.
Moreover, the value of the experience matrix can be updated
by both direct experience or through other agents. A step-
by-step processing of a holochain framework is presented
in the Algorithm 3 and the channel authentication process
is demonstrated in Algorithm 4. Only a valid healthcare
application user can create a transaction and participate in
data sharing using DHT. To be a authenticated channel, a user
needs to be a valid user of a specific healthcare application in
the marketplace. Then any attempted transaction should be
validated by the set of given rules in the DNA.

VIII. SECURITY ANALYSIS
A. PRIVACY AND SECURITY
DLT records transaction details, replicates, synchronizes and
transfers digital information across all over the network in a
distributed fashion. Holochain is a security-preserving DLT
technology as it implements the concept of both advanced
cryptography and cryptocurrency (holo fuel). Holchain is
reliable, tamper-proof and resistant to various attacks such
as Denial-of-service (DoS), fake node, Man-in-the middle
attack (MitM), double spending and illegal data tempering.
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Algorithm 3 A Step-by-Step Implementation of the
Holochain Framework.
1: Setup hApp consensus or validation protocol.
2: Initialization DNA: Design DNA as local source

chain SClocal 1st entity for each hAppi in healthcare
marketplace FhAppi, where i=1, 2, 3, . . . ..N.

3: Function create DNA in SClocal
4: Set entity types ex as validation rules.
5: Set executable functions efx for specific hAppi
6: Set other expected parameters px to specified a

unique hAppi. Where, x=1, 2, 3, 4, . . . . . .N.
7: End Fuction
8: Function Creating DNA for hAppi.
9: Initialization Genesis: The Second entity of a local

source chain SClocal .
10: Function create Genesis in SClocal .
11: Calculate timestamp tstamp of the genesis.
12: Initialize Private and Public key set ID(Prk ,Pbk ).
13: Calculate hash value of the DNA.
14: End Fuction
15: Function Creating Genesis
16: Create temper-proof hashchain based new holochain

entity.
17: Function Demands for a new transaction/entity.
18: Calculate tstamp of the new entity.
19: State the new entry type.
20: Calculate digital signature using step 26.
21: Create current data hash.
22: Calculate hash of previous header hashpvh.
23: Store signed entity in SClocal before broadcast.
24: End Function
25: Function creating a new holochain entity.
26: Cryptographycally signed each hashchain entity.
27: For each new entity of a holochain.
28: Calculate digital signature of the transaction using

agent’s private key.
29: Store signed entity in hashchain based SClocal

before broadcast.
30: End For
31: DesignDHT to broadcast the valid transaction among

peered users via gossip protocol.
32: Create DHT for authenticated channel.
33: Initialize a set of (Pbk , hashentity).
34: Share (Pbk , hashentity) with random users who have

same DNA.
35: Validates the transaction using their own copy of

DNA.
36: Valid transaction is broadcast to other users to

backup through gossip protocol.
37: Setup gossip protocol to resist bad data broadcast.
38: Design gossip protocol.
39: Create matrix M of a set of (γ, η)self , (γ, η)others,

where, experience γ and confidence η refer to the behav-
iors of other nodes.

40: Update (γ, η)self , (γ, η)others in each experience to
resist bad users entity.

Algorithm 4 Channel Validation Algorithm.
1: Transaction validation of a hAppi
2: For (ex = 1; ex < N ; ex ++)
3: If (all ex ∈ DNA)
4: Ensure the validity of the transaction
5: Else
6: Invalid transaction
7: End If
8: End For
9: Application validation of a healthcare marketplace.
10: For (all ex ∈ DNA)
11: If (hAppi ∈ FhApp)
12: Ensure the validity of the hAppi.
13: Else
14: Invalid application.
15: End If
16: End For
17: Overall channel authentication
18: If Validation in (Step 1 & Step 7 ) succeeds,
19: Channel authentication complete.
20: Else
21: Invalid channel.
22: End If

B. SECURITY THREATS
Smart healthcare services deal with a large number of signif-
icant sensitive personal data of the users. Moreover, due to
the heterogeneous technologies of an IoT-healthcare system,
security vulnerabilities are needed to be considered. Some
frequent threats or attacks are discussed below.

1) UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS
Unauthorized access occurs when an intruder wants to access
healthcare information in a network through compromised
nodes or communication channel without appropriate autho-
rization or permission. The malicious user sometimes manip-
ulate, alter, destroy or gain ownership of confidential health
information using unauthorized access. The works in [44]
analyzed the vulnerabilities of using simple and default pass-
word in a healthcare IoT environment. It demonstrated that
through unauthorized attack using default Secure Shell (SSH)
commands, it was able to launch brute force attack and gained
access to the IoT nodes (Raspberry Pi) for modifying and
forging crucial personal data.

2) ILLEGAL OR INTENTIONAL DATA TEMPERING
Illegal data tempering is one of the frequent attacks on IoT
healthcare networks. It can cause data integrity issues. The
attacker of this threat could be an insider who can temper
its own node information in a holochain or even an outsider.
The work in [45] demonstrated how an illegal data tampering
attack on biomedical security systems can be done to breach
healthcare records from the communicating nodes to track the
communication or alter the actual data.
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3) MitM
MitM occurs when an attacker sends a malicious request or
eavesdrop in order to monitor, access and modify a transac-
tion between two agents of a holochain network. The works
in [46] demonstrated a cross-layer MitM attack in a smart
healthcare application. The performance evaluation shows
that with the increasing number of attackers (from 0 to 25),
communication overhead is increased to 15% from 10%
while the packet delivery ratio is dropped to 69% from 96%.

4) DoS/DISTRIBUTED DoS (DDoS)
Each layer of an IoT network may be compromised by
DoS/DDoS attack in both the IoT nodes and network links.
DoS/DDoS occurswhen an attacker sends amalicious request
flood to disrupt the functionalities of targeted IoT nodes or
cloud servers or communication links. This attack is also
responsible for making dedicated services unavailable for an
authorized user. The authors in [47] analyzed the weaknesses
of the Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) protocol
which is employed in a constrained healthcare network to pre-
serve the security of health data. DTLS can be compromised
by a large number of ClientHellomessages sent by an attacker
to create a DoS attack for establishing fake communication
between attacker and server. This will occupy legitimate
bandwidth and resources for each ClientHello message.

5) DOUBLE SPENDING ATTACK
In holochain networks, an agent can duplicate or reuse the
digital token or cryptocurrency (i.e., using the same holo fuel
token multiple times) and transmit as identical tokens to mul-
tiple receiver agents. Double spending problem is a serious
security threat for the various smart applications including
healthcare. In [48], a channel parasite attack was imple-
mented to design double-spending attack on a blockchain-
based IoT framework which disrupted the immutability and
irreversibility of the DLT.

C. PROTECTION AGAINST THREATS
Here, we discuss how holochain addresses the above threats.

1) UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS
The DNA limits the unauthorized user access of a holochain
network. Every user of a network should have a unique DNA
that provides capability-based security and ensures access
control to the users as well as its source chain data [49].

2) ILLEGAL DATA TEMPERING
If a user modifies his own code of an hApp, it will automat-
ically redirect the hApp services to a completely different
hApp network from the authorized shared DHT network.
Therefore, if a user wants to modify the code intentionally,
he cannot influence, access or modify the records of the
original network.

3) MitM ATTACK
When an attacker initiates MitM attacks in a holochain net-
work, it can be detected on a source chain entry through the
digital signature. Each modification of an hApp creates an
entry that is signed by the private key of the user and adds to
the header. Therefore, the digital signature can ensure the data
origins of a request. The hash value of the previous header
also helps to detect MitM attacks among the entire stored
entries of a source chain.Whenever an intruder tries tomodify
the previous entry, the hash value of the previous header will
notify nodes about the unauthorized activity.

4) DoS/DDoS
IoT nodes are in greater risk of getting compromised due to
various types of devices with wide ranging characteristics.
Holochain networks are capable of handling on-demand P2P
communication against Dos/DDoS attacks. When a transac-
tion is faced with a DDoS attack, it could demand to impose
filtering rules (e.g., Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)). For
instance, the transaction will have the detailed information
such as type of the attack, total counted drop packet and
average dropped packets per unit time which will be signed
to store in local hash-chain and will be broadcast through
DHT. After broadcasting the transaction, the service provider
can employ a DDoS attack detection method by analyzing
the record samples with the help of BGP to validate whether
DDoS is initiated on a targeted node [50].

5) MALICIOUS CODE/NODE
When an attacker attempts to hack the holochain code, ran-
dom peers will fail to validate the generated anomalous
results. Therefore, the stored abnormal outputs will be tagged
as counterfeit and will not be transmitted. The network is thus
capable of identifying the bad transaction and can blacklist
the agent who commits the crime.

6) DOUBLE SPENDING ATTACK
Since the holochain technology uses electronic credit cur-
rency to communicate with other users in the network,
ensuring transparency can handle the double spending attack
robustly. For instance, A is the patient of a holochain-based
system who has 5 holo fuel credit to make a creditable trans-
action that sends to a doctor X. Assume that after sending
the credit to the doctor X, patient A intentionally removes the
A-X transaction and again sends the same balance to another
doctor Y for his service. The holochain network will detect
this kind of double spending attack through gossip protocol.
Whenever patient A makes A-X transaction, gossip protocol
will be responsible for spreading the news of the occurred
transaction to some randomly selected users. When patient A
tries to double spend with doctor Y, the network checks with
those randomly selected users’ log of the transaction history
to validate whether the balance is correct.
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IX. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SECURITY
MECHANISMS
In this section, some prevalent lightweight cryptographic
algorithms are considered with their performance evaluated
and compared usingmedical data in IoT networks against two
key performance indicators (KPI), namely memory usages
and CPU cycles per bits. A comparative analysis on how vari-
ous existingDLTs perform against theKPIs are also provided.
Among them, AES and Data Encryption Standard (DES) are
two popular symmetric key block cipher algorithms while
RSA is used as an asymmetric key encryption mechanism.
They are able to detect and resist various common attacks
in IoT such as MitM attack [51]. Leak Extraction (LEX)
and Light Encryption Device (LED) are extended versions of
AES. In addition, LEX is a software-oriented stream cipher
which modifies the AES key stream using a recursion pro-
cess. On the other hand, LED is more useful for hardware
implementation which uses a simple key schedule to resist
various attacks. This is particularly true for LED-80 [51].

Another important type of cryptographic algorithms is
categorized as lightweight block ciphers such as RC5 and
Salsa20 [2]. RC5 utilizes a variable number of block size, key
size and number of rounds during recursion which depends
on the functionality of microprocessors. Salsa20, on the other
hand, utilizes the advantage of hash and XOR functions with
a 64-byte block size [52], [53]. Both RC5 and Salsa20 are
more appropriate for IoT-based medical applications due to
the relatively lower memory requirements. However, SPECK
and SIMON are used for multi-block cipher with a variable
number of key size and block size. The fundamental advan-
tage of using SIMON and SPECK is improving the speed and
memory utilization which is more suitable for a lightweight
healthcare application. Fig. 6 shows a comparative perfor-
mance analysis of existing IoT security mechanisms as pre-
sented in [2]. Fig. 6 also demonstrates that compared to the
other considered ciphers, LEX is the fastest in terms of CPU
speed. Though AES and DES are slightly faster than SPECK,
in terms of memory usages, SPECK is faster than AES and
DES. Considering all the various security mechanisms’ per-
formance, it is suggested that SIMONand SPECKoffer better
performance in resource-constrained IoT networks.

On the other hand, Fig. 7 includes the comparative analysis
of the performance of popular DLT techniques in terms of
IoT security. Since the functionalities of DLTs are different
from the existing traditional cryptography mechanisms, the
memory requirement more important than the CPU cycle
time. According to [54], the hybrid technology of Software-
Defined Network (SDN) and blockchain provides better per-
formance compared to traditional blockchains. Blockchain
includes the request from any user, but SDN ensures the
secure connection and avoids unnecessary requests, which
reduces the memory as well as CPU cycle per bits. Though
this technique brings new breakthroughs in the world of
blockchain, the memory requirements and processing tech-
niques remain the challenges. However, holochain and the
new version of holochain (Holochain RSM) reduce huge

FIGURE 6. Comparative analysis of existing encryption mechanisms in IoT
networks.

FIGURE 7. Comparative analysis of blockchain and holochain based
encryption mechanisms in IoT networks.

loads of data processing and storing in the dynamic and
real-time implementation like IoT networks. Holochain RSM
simplified the software engineering to reduce memory uti-
lization and makes the process faster around more than three
times. By contrast with the conventional holochain network,
holochain RSM has designed a new API and use a single
layer end-to-end TLS encrypted connection to accelerate the
performance of the whole system. Therefore, the memory
utilization and speed of holochain are far better than that
of the blockchain technology which can be an out of bound
thinking for the upcoming IoT networks.

X. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The holochain-based technique will play a significant
role to ensure security and privacy for next-generation
communication models for large-scale deployment as it
allows the advantages of high scalability, lightweight and
decentralized architecture, flexibility and transparency with
a high level of security. The characteristics of being
lightweight, transparent and distributed operation ensures fast
processing which is crucial for high data-rate and low-latency
communication systems emerging in 5G or in upcoming
6G standards. Moreover, the holochain technology will also
be utilized for storing massive data in a distributed fashion
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with the help of fog nodes, cloud servers, mobile edges,
and etc. Undoubtedly, holochain has a significant impact on
distributed security but more advances need to be made to
suit the resource-constrained IoT environments for reducing
latency of a transaction, processing speed, and tackling real-
time threats. To meet those needs, there are a number of
challenges that need to be addressed.

A. REAL-TIME CRYPTOCURRENCY PROCESSING AND
MONITORING
In recent computing systems, cryptocurrency emerges as an
alternative to the physical currency that has been growing.
However, processing the real-time holo fuel and analyzing
the performance in IoT networks can be a difficult task.
As mentioned earlier, thousands of transactions are in need of
processing and transferring among various agents through the
holochain. Therefore, cryptocurrency is required to support
the network which requires the presence of a unique real-time
monitoring system used by all agents of holochain networks.

B. REAL-TIME SMART THREATS DETECTION
With the advances in technology, an attacker may create
ML-based intelligent and unknown attacks on IoT nodes in
a holochain-based smart healthcare system. Implementation
of a complex and intelligent real-time threat detection
model requires a high degree of computation capacity
and memory which is quite challenging for resource-
constrained IoT nodes. Therefore, it is imperative to design
a real-time smart threat detection mechanism suitable for
running on memory and processing capacity constrained
systems.

C. LOAD BALANCING
With the increasing number of users, a holochain network
distributes its load over other authorized peers. The peers
are selected using specially designed protocols to randomly
select nodes in the network. It needs to ensure that alternate
nodes are available with validation power or storing capabil-
ity of other users information whenever one goes off line.
Finding the right balance to select the minimum number of
agents while ensuring the process of validation is intact is
a challenging task which becomes more difficult with an
increasing scale of the network size. Moreover, this whole
process of assigning and reassigning agents should be near
real time to avoid any disruption in the operation of the IoT
healthcare system.

D. QUICK RESPONSE TO BAD ACTIVITY
In holochain networks, information storage, access and shar-
ing authority are not always fixed. For instance, if one
patient loses awareness, (s)he can no longer possess the
authority of sensitive health related data sharing, but still,
this patient can be the best choice candidate for sharing
the data. Thus, quick response to bad-activity and detecting
the responsible agents are essential to maintain a healthy
holochain.

XI. CONCLUSION
Aholochain-based privacy-preserving secure communication
scheme for distributed IoT healthcare applications has been
proposed in this article which leverages the inherent auton-
omy of the holochain architecture and protocols. In contrast
to blockchain, holochain liberates the communicating agents
from any form of centralized control by running the applica-
tions (hApps) entirely at the user side. Therefore, there exists
no central point of failure. Since users are the hosts, as more
agents use an app, more hosting power and storage become
available and the load gets lighter. If any agent alters their
own app code, they effectively fork themselves out of the
shared DHT space into an entirely different application. Thus
holochain has appeared to be the most effective technology
for distributed IoT applications. Comparative performance
results and analyses demonstrate significant reduction in time
and space complexity of the holochain framework compared
to the rival blockchain schemes, which shows promises for
realistic deployment of large-scale IoT healtchare systems.
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